


The Bias Toolkit 

UnboundEd's core value of equity calls us to 

commit to disrupting patterns of implicit bias, 

privilege, and racism in ourselves, our 

organizations, and in the education field. We 

recognize that, without an intentional study of 

biases, we may unintentionally create barriers 

to learning despite our belief in educational 

equity. We have developed the Bias Toolkit to 

guide brave conversations in school 

communities all over the country so we can 

listen, lead, and teach toward equity. 

C Download the Bias Toolkit from

UnboundEd.org. 

Equitable ELA instruction happens by 

aligning best practices for instructional 

delivery with a consistent focus on 

eliminating bias and inequity. 

In the words of Paul Gorski, "The path to racial equity 

requires direct confrontations with racial 

inequity-with racism. We start, again, by asking, 

'How is racism operating here?"'
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One of the places 

racism operates in schools is through curriculum and 

instruction. In this paper, we explore equitable ELA 

instruction as one element of many required to make 

schools more equitable for all learners. Equitable 

ELA instruction closes the space between 

performance and expectations from both ends by 

providing all students the opportunity to complete 

unfinished learning and to participate in grade-level 

instruction. Equitable ELA instruction ensures all students have access to a standards-aligned curriculum 

that facilitates rigorous grade-level reading, thinking, and instruction. It means educators provide 

supports that allow students to successfully persist in the work of an aligned curriculum. It also means 

targeted intervention that addresses previously unmet needs is applied when students do not experience 

success, even with supports. Equitable ELA instruction happens by aligning best practices for instructional 

delivery with a consistent focus on eliminating bias and inequity. Treating the symptoms of bias and inequity 

is futile without attention to the sources of bias and inequity. 

At UnboundEd, we believe grade-level texts and tasks-expertly delivered and supported-are key to 

ensuring all students meet their potential. To move toward grade-level expectations, educators must provide 

instruction that keeps students immersed in grade-level reading and thinking, including opportunities to 

develop and become proficient in the performances described by the standards. The most efficient path to 

effective and equitable instruction requires that educators do three things: 

1. Adopt an aligned curriculum.

2. Provide instructional support that fosters all students' persistence with grade-level

reading and thinking.

3. Provide targeted intervention in addition to and in service of grade-level learning.

It is imperative that educators not just do these three things, but ensure that they work together. Creating and 

communicating a seamless vision of equitable ELA instruction will ensure that teaching and support are 

aligned in the most equitable ways. 
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https://blog.unbounded.org/bias-toolkit/






















https://www.unbounded.org/enhance_instruction?subjects=ela
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